Sweden’s election results: The view from across Europe

Sweden held a general election on 9 September, alongside regional and municipal elections. The early results of the voting showed the country’s two main blocs each securing around 40% of the national vote, and the Sweden Democrats winning around 18%. This article presents an overview of analysis and reactions from across Europe.

“The two blocs are neck and neck, as the far-right becomes a key player in Swedish politics”

Responding to the result, Spanish newspaper *El País* labelled the elections “unprecedented” and described the contest as a “vote between integration and xenophobia”. For eldiario.es, the key stories, much as they were elsewhere across the media, were that the close results secured by each of the main blocs will make forming a new government complicated, and that the nationalist Sweden Democrats (SD) had made clear gains, increasing their vote share from 12.9% at the previous election to 17.6%.

Table: Early results of the 2018 Swedish general election

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party/Bloc</th>
<th>Vote share 2018 (%)</th>
<th>Change from 2014 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Red-Green</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Social Democrats (S)</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Left (V)</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>+2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Green Party (MP)</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alliance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Moderate Party (M)</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Centre Party (C)</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>+2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Christian Democrats (KD)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>+1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Liberals (L)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>+0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sweden Democrats</strong></td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>+4.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The Left (V) is treated as part of the broad Red-Green bloc, but it is not part of the incumbent Social Democrat/Green Party government. Source: Valnatt*

As Nicholas Aylott and Niklas Bolin explained in their preview of the election for EUROPP, there have traditionally been two main blocs in Swedish politics (a left bloc and a right bloc). The current blocs are the so called ‘Red-Green’ bloc, which was set up by the Social Democrats before the 2010 general election, and the Alliance, which was established by four centre-right parties in 2004. However, although these two blocs continue to be discussed in relation to the 2018 election, the arrangements are now far looser than they once were, in part because the rise of the Sweden Democrats has had an important impact on the Swedish party system. In a previous EUROPP article, Anders Hellström has assessed the importance of the Sweden Democrats for the 2018 election, and how their policies on immigration and crime have influenced the other major Swedish parties. Both of the main blocs had indicated before the election that they would refuse to govern with the Sweden Democrats.

The Sweden Democrats: Winners or losers?

The rise of the Sweden Democrats has dominated much of the coverage of the election across Europe. *Le Monde* has compiled a number of views from voters in Sweden on the importance of the election, with many of the responses focusing on the Sweden Democrats. One voter, for instance, indicated that although he wouldn’t back the Sweden Democrats, he “is close to their position” on certain issues:

*We really need a big change in Sweden, another way of thinking. We are lagging behind. Our health care system is deteriorating, academic results are breaking down, integration is not working… And in the meantime, all the parties refuse to talk to the Sweden Democrats. It’s insane.*
For others, however, the Sweden Democrats are not the answer. Another voter indicated that she was scared of what support for the Sweden Democrats might mean for the country, stating that "the future of our beautiful open society is threatened". In the immediate aftermath of the result, many reactions therefore focused on whether the result was a breakthrough for the party, or whether it should rank as a disappointment given some polls during the campaign had put the Sweden Democrats as high as 25% of the vote, in first place ahead of the Social Democrats.

Cas Mudde indicated that the Sweden Democrats would be disappointed with their gains, but that the real story of the election was the loss of 3.5% by the Moderate Party given they were in opposition against an unpopular Social Democrat/Green government, and had already suffered large losses in the last election in 2014:

WOW! With almost all precincts counted, first takes in tomorrow's papers will look overly dramatic. Sweden Democrats come only third with disappointing gains (+4.9%), while Social Democrats lose only 2.6% (in govt!). Real story is Moderates' loss of 3.5% in opposition! #val2018 pic.twitter.com/gxxGNrx4hw

— Cas Mudde (@CasMudde) September 9, 2018

Just filed my column on #SwedenElections2018 for @guardian and @sydsvenskan — this is my last tweet on #val2018 for today:

The 2014 gains of #SwedenDemocrats were 1.5 times as big as in 2018 (7.2% vs 4.7%). In case you're still thinking of pushing your "refugee crisis" take.

— Cas Mudde (@CasMudde) September 10, 2018

Paul O'Mahony, reporting from the official election event held by the Sweden Democrats, described the prevailing mood as being a disappointed one, but indicated that the SD's leader, Jimmie Åkesson still viewed his party as the main winner of the election:

Åkesson: "Friends of Sweden, we are not satisfied. We see that we are this election's winners, and as we move towards a new government we intend to ensure we have real influence over Swedish politics." The crowd likes this a lot.

— Paul O'Mahony (@OMahonyPaul) September 9, 2018

In terms of where the Sweden Democrats drew their support from, Sarah De Lange has highlighted that the initial evidence indicates the SD drew support more or less equally from both the mainstream left and right:

SVT has asked voters to their vote choice in the previous election and it seems the radical right Sweden Democrats draw roughly equal amount of voters from mainstream left and right pic.twitter.com/GJrR5ytmX1

— Prof. Sarah de Lange (@SLdeLange) September 9, 2018

The same figures also showed that men were more likely to opt for the Moderates or the Sweden Democrats than women, with women indicating stronger support for the Social Democrats:

#SVT #valu numbers according to #women’s and #men’s political preferences to make for a better comparison. Men more #conservative and favoring right wing #populism #val2018 #valet2018 #SwedenElections2018 pic.twitter.com/wWvRi1mhWj

— Ov Cristian Norocel (@CristianNorocel) September 9, 2018

Beyond the Sweden Democrats, the ruling Social Democrats and Green Party both secured a lower vote share than in 2014, which was offset to some extent by the rise in support enjoyed by the Left (V). Maddy Savage suggested that in light of previous polling, the Greens in particular would be disappointed at how the campaign has played out (though they did ultimately manage to finish above the 4% threshold):
Green party in Sweden was tipped to make big gains with #climatechange a top issue for voters following record hot summer. But @svtnyheter poll puts them on just 4.2%. Bad news for a centre left coalition There's a 4% threshold for parliament in Sweden. #val2018 #swedenelection

— Maddy Savage (@maddysavage) September 9, 2018

What happens now?

Given the tight nature of the result, it remains unclear what the composition of the next Swedish government might be. German newspaper Die Welt gives a rundown of the possible outcomes. They write that the nature of the result means the parties will have to seek new allies.

Among the available options are the Alliance breaking with its previous stance and negotiating an arrangement with the Sweden Democrats, a complete breakdown of the two existing blocs with some form of coalition negotiated between them, or one (or more) parties within the existing blocs opting to change sides – they note that there has been speculation in the past that the Centre Party could be open to switching to the left.

Christian Christensen, a Professor at the University of Stockholm, finds the latter option unlikely given parties on the centre-right would find it difficult to enter an arrangement with the Left (V):

#SwedenElection coalition issues:
*Left-Green: Must include Left Party, so unlikely a right party would cross to join
*Center-Right: Liberal & Center parties say they won't join govt that relies on Sweden Democrat support
*Sweden Democrats: No party will form coalition with them

— Christian Christensen (@ChrChristensen) September 9, 2018

With few other realistic paths open for a new government to be formed, this would leave the country heading for political deadlock. Yet as the English-language Swedish news site thelocal.se concluded in its liveblog of the results, while the election was inconclusive, it is worth remembering “that if there is anything the Swedes are good at, it’s finding compromises where you think there are none”.
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